Automated speed enforcement systems to reduce traffic-related injuries: closing the policy implementation gap
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In the USA, traffic-related injuries are responsible for over 33 000 deaths each year1 and are the leading cause of death for individuals aged 1–24 years.2 Traffic-related injuries also take a substantial economic toll, accounting for over $99 billion annually in medical costs and associated productivity losses.3 Globally, >1.3 million people are killed each year by traffic-related injuries, and an additional 78.2 million sustain nonfatal injuries warranting medical care.4

Controlling speed is an important means for preventing traffic-related injuries. Speed is a ‘two-pronged aggressor’ of injuries, correlated both to crash likelihood and to severity.5 Speed is estimated to be a factor in over 30% of fatal crashes in the USA, resulting in over 10 000 annual fatalities.5 Enforcement of speed limits has been repeatedly demonstrated to reduce the frequency and severity of motor vehicle crashes (MVCs).6 7 Speed enforcement can also have positive environmental impacts, reducing fuel consumption and resultant emissions.8

How best to enforce speed limits remains an open question. In the USA, the most common method of speed enforcement relies upon police officers using radar technologies installed in vehicles to detect speeding drivers and issue citations at the time of the offense. However, several features of traditional enforcement limit its effectiveness. As Delaney et al8 note, traditional enforcement is ‘resource intensive and inconsistent in its application.’ This inconsistency reduces effectiveness, while introducing concerns for biased enforcement, including the potential for racial profiling in traffic stops.9 Drivers may also evade traditional enforcement by reducing speed only in areas known for high enforcement or using in-car radar detection systems.7

Automated speed enforcement (ASE) is a promising strategy to address many of the limitations of current approaches to speed enforcement. Evidence from several countries suggests that ASE is an effective and cost-effective strategy for reducing traffic-related injuries. However, ASE use in the USA remains comparatively limited. In this article, we summarise the evidence on ASE, describe the current state of domestic ASE implementation and identify future research areas and policy strategies to support expanded ASE implementation to improve road safety.

SPEED CONTROL: ASSESSING THE EVIDENCE FOR ASE

The most common ASE technologies rely on speed cameras, which are activated when a driver exceeds the specified limit. ASE technology is also used for average speed enforcement using interval-based systems, which measure the vehicle’s average speed between two sites and issue citations if that average exceeds the legal posted limit. In both applications, citations are generally mailed to the vehicle owner, identifying the date, location and speed of the vehicle.

ASE systems offer several advantages over traditional enforcement. As ASE does not require the presence of an officer, it can continuously enforce the speed limit and can do so at lower cost. ASE systems also enable enforcement in congested areas or where enforcement is otherwise dangerous or unsafe and can reduce congestion from driver distraction at traffic stops (ie, ‘rubbernecking’). They also reduce face-to-face interactions between citizens and police, which may reduce real or perceived issues of racial bias in enforcement. Finally, some technologies, including interval-based cameras, have been shown to reduce the environmental impact from motor vehicles by reducing speed variability, which improves fuel consumption and reduces vehicular emissions.7

Empirical research from international settings—and, to a lesser extent, domestic examples—suggests that ASE is a promising mechanism to improve traffic safety. Internationally, studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of ASE in several high-income countries, including UK, Australia, Finland, Norway and France.10 For example, a recent study of a nationwide speed enforcement programme introduced in France in 2003 found that ASE implementation was associated with a 21% reduction in deaths.11

A Cochrane review of 35 studies found that ASE systems achieved an 8%–50% reduction in injury crashes in the camera vicinity and an 11%–44% reduction in fatal or serious injuries.12 While cost-effectiveness data are limited, studies suggest that ASE can also be remarkably cost effective, with benefit–cost ratios potentially exceeding 10:1.13–15 For example, a 2005 study of British Columbia’s ASE system estimated an annual net benefit of US$88 million, due primarily to reductions in crashes resulting in injury or fatality.15

While domestic ASE use has been limited, preliminary evidence from US programmes suggests potential safety benefits. ASE programmes have demonstrated effectiveness in reducing speeds in both low-speed settings, such as school zones or residential areas,16 17 and high-speed settings, such as highways.18 19 Additional evidence indicates that ASE systems may have a ‘spillover effect,’ achieving reductions in speeds on neighbouring roads, suggesting that ASE may promote community-wide changes in driver behaviour.16 Early results from domestic programmes suggests that ASE may also reduce traffic-related injuries, with four short-term evaluations estimating reductions in total crashes and injury crashes ranging from 0% to 55% and 28% to 48%, respectively.19–22

DOMESTIC USE OF ASE

In the USA, leading national organisations have publicly supported ASE systems, including the Department of Transportation, the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety and the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials. As of April 2015, speed cameras were in use in 134 communities across the USA.23 Local governments have been important innovators in ASE programmes, experimenting with novel approaches and tailoring programmes to fit the particular needs of their communities. However, the regulatory authority of municipal and county governments is defined—and in some cases, constrained—by state law. Cities or counties cannot implement ASE systems or otherwise enforce laws that are not authorised by or that conflict with state law. Consequently, state laws play an important role in ASE implementation.
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To date, states have taken a range of legislative approaches towards ASE. Table 1 summarises state laws pertaining to ASE. At the restrictive end of the spectrum, 13 states have enacted laws that either expressly prohibit ASE outright or establish restrictions that effectively prevent their use, such as requiring the presence of an officer at the ASE site or that a citation be issued at the time of offense—considerably reducing the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of ASE programmes. At the other end of the spectrum, nine states and DC have laws that either explicitly permit the use of cameras or that impose fairly minimal restrictions on their use, such as limiting ASE to specific settings such as school or construction zones, or residential areas. In the remaining 28 states, no laws specifically address ASE.

**UNDERSTANDING THE IMPLEMENTATION GAP**

If ASE systems could reduce traffic-related injuries, why has the USA been relatively slow to expand their use? Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the gap between evidence and action on ASE.

**Public acceptability of ASE systems**

Automated enforcement is perceived to be a highly politicised issue, spawning vigorous debate among citizens and policymakers alike. Media coverage of current ASE programmes has also shown the spotlight on issues with ASE implementation. For example, several reports have identified technological failures, including a Chicago driver who received a warning for going 37 miles per hour (mph), despite her car being parked at the time of the offense. Such technological failures raise questions for the fairness and enforceability of ASE.

Additional critiques challenge the underlying motivations for ASE programmes, with many perceiving that ASE are being used to raise revenue, rather than promote safety. These criticisms find particular resonance among a broader debate on the over-reliance of municipalities on petty fines and fees to fund city services and the disproportionate burden of these fines on minorities. Such concerns may be heightened when private contractors administer ASE programmes and receive a portion of resultant fines, which creates a conflict of interest between the duty to administer programmes fairly against the secondary interest of generating revenue. ASE has also raised privacy concerns, including that cameras exacerbate a ‘Big Brother’ culture or may be used for purposes other than reducing speeds.

Finally, some individuals have expressed opposition to automated systems, preferring to have in-person contact with the citing officer so as to explain circumstances related to the violation.

Data on the domestic public acceptability of ASE are limited. Nevertheless, public opinion research suggests that ASE may be more complex than the media portrayals might suggest.

A systematic review of public opinion research on motor vehicle-related injuries from 2003 to 2013 identified only four studies that examined public attitudes towards ASE systems. Of these studies, two used a national sample and two assessed attitudes in local jurisdictions. In general, these studies found moderate to strong support among the public for ASE, suggesting that ASE opposition may be driven by a vocal minority, rather than reflect broad resistance.

However, these and more recent studies also indicate that support may be highly contingent upon specific implementation features. Considerable support exists for focusing upon ‘high-risk drivers’, such as those going ≥20 mph over posted speed limits. Support is also high for ASE in certain areas, including in school zones (85%–87%) on roads with heavy speeding (75%) or a history of crashes (81%–84%), or to target areas where traditional enforcement is infeasible or dangerous due to congestion or other road conditions (69%–70%). Support is considerably lower for the use of ASE systems on all roads (35%–43%).

Furthermore, the strength of support for ASE systems is less robust than for other evidence-based measures to reduce traffic-related injuries. A 2011 study found that only 29% of Americans strongly favour ASE, only half the proportion who strongly support other evidence-based policies, including mandatory motorcycle helmet use, graduated drivers license programmes, sobriety checkpoints and breathalyzer-based ignition locks. Similarly, a 2013 study found that support for photo enforcement was weaker than

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 State laws pertaining to automated speed enforcement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enabling legislation exists for ASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Ohio passed a new law in December 2014, effective March 2015, that will require the presence of an officer at the time of citation. While the cameras had been in use in several municipalities before the law, it is anticipated that the law will end the use of speed cameras across the state.
†No state law, but programmes operating under local ordinance or DOT supervision.
‡New Mexico’s Department of Transportation has banned the use of ASE on state and federal roads, but no state legislation exists to permit or prohibit ASE use.
§Information in this table modified from data compiled by the Governors Highway Safety Administration.
that for other traffic safety measures, suggesting that speed control may not be a high-priority issue for most Americans, and thus may be correspondingly lower on the policymaking agenda. A 2014 study in Washington, DC, however, found that 43.4% of residents strongly supported ASE, indicating that support may be stronger within some local jurisdictions.

Related to the issue of lack of broad public support for ASE is the lack of awareness among the public about traffic safety successes. A study of public perceptions of the effectiveness of evidence-based countermeasures found large gaps in the public’s appreciation of the effectiveness of certain policies such as raising the minimum legal drinking age and corresponding reductions in alcohol-related MVCs. These findings suggest that injury professionals should be more proactive in sharing their research findings with both the public and the policymakers. To that end, Smith et al. found that when the public was informed about the evidence base for selected traffic safety policies, support increased. Although neither study focused on ASE systems, both provide encouragement for generating increased public support.

**Coordination challenges**

Additionally, development and implementation of ASE systems require coordination across a range of actors. Public health researchers can play a critical scientific role in bringing the analytical tools and preventative perspective to ASE systems development. However, public health researchers need partners to mount a successful ASE system. On the operational side, key partners include the agency or department that will lead implementation, such as a police department or department of transportation, as well as others involved in planning and operations, including the department of motor vehicles or relevant elected officials such as the city council—all of whom face competing demands on their time and resources. ASE systems also require extensive public education to inform the public of key details about the programme and its motive to improve safety, including the location of cameras, the use of revenue and the results of programme evaluations. Finally, and perhaps most significantly, ASE systems only target enforcement of existing speed limits. Large-scale reductions in speed-related traffic injuries will likely only occur within the context of a broader traffic safety programme, including lowering existing speed limits.

**FUTURE RESEARCH AND POLICY AGENDA**

The use of ASE systems for speed regulation is a promising strategy for preventing speed-related traffic injuries. However, additional research is needed to identify when, and in what circumstances, ASE systems can support reductions in speed-related traffic injuries, as well as to identify successful policy-making approaches to support their use. Following Vernick, we believe that the ideal process is iterative, with evaluations used to refine policies and support further enactment. In what follows, we identify three research areas to facilitate expanded use of ASE systems.

**Policy evaluation studies**

First, additional empirical research is needed to identify whether, and in what circumstances, ASE systems successfully reduce both speed and traffic-related injuries. While prior studies suggest that ASE systems are effective, the quality of such studies is mixed, with considerable variation in the duration of follow-up and the use of comparison groups or appropriate controls for potential confounders. Consequently, systematic reviews of ASE system effectiveness have found considerable heterogeneity in effectiveness, with reductions in collisions and injuries ranging from 14% to 72% and 8% to 46%, respectively. Future research should take advantage of natural experiments, comparing trends in speed-related crashes, injuries and deaths across states with different policies and implementation experiences to identify the potentially relevant features of ASE systems and to explore which characteristics are associated with greater effectiveness.

In addition to their vital role in supporting ASE effectiveness, such studies can also play a strategic function for future policymaking. Quantifying the lives saved from ASE systems can play a powerful role in shaping the policy landscape, providing a measurement of the existing problem that can draw attention to an issue and create pressure upon policymakers to move it further up the political agenda.

**Public opinion research**

Second, while demonstrating effectiveness is a critical step, subsequent research will be needed to translate evidence-based programmes into public policies. Public opinion data can play a key role in this translation, identifying public priorities and enabling legislators to craft policies that can secure buy-in from the public and key stakeholders.

Existing public opinion data on ASE systems may be instructive regarding the features of ASE systems that shape support. For example, previous research suggests that public opinion for ASE is highly contingent upon specific implementation features, such as the level of the fine imposed, the type of road on which it is used and the speed at which a penalty is triggered. Understanding how these features impact support can enable policymakers to strategically tailor policies to minimise opposition and support the development of an incremental approach to ASE implementation, such as first introducing cameras in residential areas, before expanding to highway use.

Future public opinion research could explore the effects of framing upon support for ASE systems. For example, survey experiments could test the influence of loss versus gain frames (eg, risk of death without ASE vs potential lives saved with ASE). Additional survey experiments could assess the relative effectiveness of different justifications for ASE use, such as revenue generation versus safety improvements. Given evidence that drivers are more likely to perceive that ASE systems are used to generate revenue, rather than to promote safety, information on the effect of these justifications may prove critical for shaping communication strategies and programmatic efforts to garner support for ASE legislation.

**Policymaking and implementation studies**

Finally, further research is needed to understand the policymaking process and implementation issues associated with automated enforcement. Strong enabling legislation for ASE systems has been identified as among the most critical components of a successful speed camera programme. Consequently, there is a critical need for policymaking studies to identify the factors that encourage or dissuade policymakers to initiate policy activity for ASE. Interview studies or surveys of public officials and their staff can provide critical insight into why state legislatures pass enabling or inhibiting legislation for speed cameras. For example, a 1993 study of Colorado state legislators found that legislators who considered restrictions on individual freedom an ‘extremely’ important voting criterion were 43 times more likely to oppose a proposed speed limit law. Econometrical analyses could provide an additional mechanism for understanding the policymaking process, enabling researchers to examine the extent to which observable characteristics of a state or local government predict...
the likelihood that a specific law passed or programme initiated. This research offers the potential to identify ‘friendly’ venues for policy experimentation, such as identifying states without existing legislation that may be more receptive to policy experimentation.

Enabling legislation, however, is only the first step. For an ASE system to be effective, it must be implemented so as to actually influence driver behaviour. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has published operational guidelines to assist in the planning and implementation of ASE programmes. While these guidelines draw on domestic evidence where available, some recommendations reflect experiences from international contexts, which may not necessarily capture features relevant to the US context. Additional research is therefore needed to examine how the ‘law on the books’ is translated into ASE systems within US communities. Implementation studies can also play a key role in tracing this process, identifying how laws for ASE systems are implemented and enforced. For example, case studies of ASE policy efforts or interviews with local officials or transportation authorities to explore barriers and enablers of successful policies could help to identify best strategies for future policy adoption and implementation.

CONCLUSION
The demonstrated success of ASE systems in other countries indicates ASE is currently a missed opportunity for the USA. However, interventions proven effective in one setting may not be easily transferable elsewhere. Further research will be needed to determine the conditions under which ASE systems can be deployed effectively to reduce traffic-related injuries in the USA. The substantial burden of these injuries, and the corresponding potential of ASE systems to reduce this burden, should motivate further demonstration projects in the domestic setting.
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---

**Philippine injury reduction campaign**

The Department of Health (DOH) in one Health region in the Philippines launched an Injury Reduction (APIR) campaign to remind the public against using firecrackers and pyrotechnics to prevent injuries. The DOH recorded 249 firecracker injuries in 2014 resulting in many eye injuries and some blast injuries that needed amputation.

---

**Preventing falls in seniors**

A health network in Northern Ontario, Canada, has launched a public awareness campaign to help seniors prevent life-threatening falls—the main reason older adults lose their independence. The intention is to use a television and poster campaign. *Stay on Your Feet* (SOYF) is a fall prevention strategy that includes physical activity opportunities (free exercise and Stand Up classes).